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With everything that has been going on at home and around the 
world, the last year has absolutely flown by. Faced with the 
challenges of uncertainty and the inevitable volatility created by the 
coronavirus restrictions, the team here at Fahr have bounced back 
with vigour and enthusiasm.
 
Since the launch of our 44-page Product Catalogue last summer, we 
have developed a raft of new products which we really hope you will 
like.
 
This 16-page Spring 2022 Product Update is packed full of some 
novel new concepts together with some cost-saving solutions to 
ease the pressure on ever tightening budgets and increasing 
material costs.

At Fahr, we are 100% committed to sustainability. It has always 
been our policy, but we would like to remind you that we are happy 
to take back any disused Fahr HDPE panels. We will ensure they are 
processed and recycled, which could be used to create new sheets 
or products that will benefit future generations.

The Challenges

Passion
for play





T O T E M  

A C T I V I T I E S

Make a statement in any setting 
with a ready-to-install totem. 
Packed with features and visual 
stimulation, the units are suitable 
for all ages from 4 upwards.

The sculptural vertical design 
encapsulates all the benefits of 
multiple play panels in a compact, 
one-piece form; meaning there’s no 
need to compromise on play value, 
even when space is at a premium.



Minibeast Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; 

sliders, spinning discs, windows, mirrors, 
roller balls, minibeast viewing window and 

counter-drop game.

To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com

Sensory Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; 

sliders, spinning discs, mirrors, roller balls, 
tactile surfaces, tumble ball insert and match 

the leaves game.

Cosmos Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; 

sliders, spinning discs, windows, mirrors, 
space explorer, alien creator and tile slide 

puzzle.

Wildlife Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; tactile 
animal shapes, RotoGen powered electronic 

animal sounds and you’re as tall as a... 
height chart.

Reactions Totem
RotoGen powered reactions game, with built 

in power and score meter, high visibility 
coloured LED lights, in a compact durable 

structure.

Musical Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; 

cam chimes, rotating clicking disc, bells and 
mini tumble ball.



B A S I C S

R A N G E 

Inflation fighting panels to keep 
children engaged, but on a budget. 

We have created this new range of 
bright, colourful, playful, and 
inclusive panels, with the focus on 
low cost but without losing the 
quality or play value that you expect 
from Fahr.



Butterfly Maze Play Panel
Tactile twin mazes, see if you can beat your friend, or try and complete 

both mazes at the same time.

Finish Language
Tactile panel with “finish” in 5 

languages.

Hello Language
Tactile panel with “hello” in 5 

languages.

Fraction Finder
Tactile finger trace panel, match 

the fractions to the pie.

Go Language
Tactile panel with “Go” in 5 

languages.

Spider Web maze Play Panel
Tactile finger trace maze, find the way for the 

spider to catch the fly.

Hello Sign Language 
(UK)

Tactile panel with UK sign 
language symbols to sign “hello”.

Hello Writing
Tactile panel with simple writing 

skills to write “hello”.

Hello Braille
Tactile panel with raised braille 

dots that read “hello”.

Hello Sign Language 
(US)

Tactile panel with US sign 
language symbols to sign “hello”.

Pet Food Maze Play Panel
Tactile finger trace maze panel, try and pair the animals with their 

preferred food.

Home to Hive Play Panel
Tactile finger trace maze, find the path to 
pollinate the flower, and then return to the 

hive.

Animal Origins Maze Play Panel
Tactile finger trace maze, find the correct way 

from the animal to their normal habitat 
continent.

To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com



E L E C T R O N I C

I N T E R A C T I V E

Constant innovation and product 
improvement are at the core of our 
ethos, if you stand still, you are 
effectively going backwards.

Our latest products featuring light 
and sound electronics are geared 
towards activity, physical movement 
and well being, to get children 
moving while having fun. 



R O T O G E N 
I N T E R A C T I V E

To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com

RotoGen Henge Reactions
High-efficiency human powered energy, modular reactions game with 7 high 

visibility LED light sensors, LED power meter and LCD score display.
The Henge Reactions can be configured in different layouts to suit your 

scheme and spaced to promote physical activity, while remaining compact 
vertically to suit most age ranges and abilities.

LCD score display, LED power 
meter/game sensor and high-efficiency 

RotoGen power module.

RotoGen Hex Reactions Station
High-efficiency human powered energy, large 

scale reactions station with 6 high visibility LED 
light sensors and LCD power and score display.

RotoGen Shapes Reactions Station
High-efficiency human powered energy, large 

scale reactions station with 5 high visibility LED 
light sensors that will get children moving.

Reactions Totem
RotoGen powered reactions game, with built 

in power and score meter, high visibility 
coloured LED lights, in a compact durable 

structure.



P A N E L

I N S E R T S

Ideal for customers who machine 
their own HDPE panels or work with 
other materials including timber and 
HPL. 

We have created new inserts, with 
new components, new activities and 
new sensory experiences that will 
delight the children and keep them 
entertained and stimulated no 
matter what their level of ability.

Maze Slider Insert
Move the tactile sliding disc around the 

maze to get it home.

Small Melody Wheel Insert
 Rotate the drum and listen to the beautiful 

melodic chime sounds.  

Large Melody Wheel Insert
 Rotate the drum and listen to the beautiful 

melodic chime sounds.

Roller Ball Insert
Durable composite rolling balls that rotate 
as you run your hand or fingers over them.

Hourglass Insert
Rotate the insert 180 degrees and time 
approx. 30 second activities. Stimulates 

sound and visual senses.

Roller Pixel Insert
Individually rotating cylinders, turn to 

display white or black, to create simple pixel 
patterns.



Magic Mixer Insert
Roller ball frog eyes and rotating potion bottles 

with coloured balls to formulate your magic.

Rainbow Insert
 Rotate the drum and watch the 7 colours move 
through the rainbow, and the cloud balls move 

around.

Volcano Insert
 Rotate the drum and watch the lava flow 

around the volcano.

Minibeast Sensory Insert
Roller ball frog eyes, slider, tumble ball spinner 

and tactile plant-on.

Mini Roller Ball Insert
Durable composite rolling balls that rotate as 

you run your hand or fingers over them.

Mini Roller Pixel Insert
Rotate the individual cylinders to create 

simple pixel patterns.

Mini Maze Slider Insert
Move the tactile sliding disc around the maze 

to get it home.

Washing Machine Insert
Rotate the washing machine drum and see the clothes getting washed by the blue water balls.

Dolphin Insert
Rotate the drum and watch the dolphin dive in 

and jump out of the blue water balls.

To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com



A C T I V I T Y  

P L A Y  P A N E L S

Not that you would expect anything 
else from Fahr, but our extensive 
range of activity play panels just got 
a little bigger. 

We have added more sensory 
activities, more colours, more 
excitement, more challenges and 
more importantly, FUN for all 
abilities. 

Magic Mixer Play Panel
Roller ball frog eyes and rotating potion bottles 

with coloured balls to formulate your magic.

Minibeast Sensory Play Panel
Roller ball frog eyes, slider, tumble ball spinner 

and tactile plant-on.

Dolphin Play Panel
Rotate the drum and watch the dolphin dive in 

and jump out of the blue water balls.

Rainbow Play Panel
Rotate the drum and watch the 7 colours move 
through the rainbow, and the cloud balls move 

around.

Volcano Play Panel
Rotate the drum and watch the lava flow around 

the volcano.

Washing Machine Play Panel 
Rotate the washing machine drum and see the 
clothes getting washed by the blue water balls.



To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com

Spiral Shifter
Rotate the insert and the small 
puck moves around the spiral 
depending on the rotation.

Maze Slider
Move the tactile sliding disc 

around the maze to get it home.

Roller Pixels Panel
Very durable construction unique to Fahr that features individually rotating 
cylinders that you can turn to display white or black, to create simple pixel 

patterns and designs.

Ski Slalom
You slide the counter to the top 
of the mountain and then let it 
go, watching it slalom down the 

mountain through the gates.

Hourglass
Rotate the insert 180 degrees 
and time approx. 30 second 

activities. Stimulates sound and 
visionary senses.

Battle Sliders Tall
Fun, competitive game featuring 
three sliders, let them drop and 
watch them battle for position.

Pin Point
Simple but challenging activity, 
let the counter go and try and 
get it to sit on the top of the 
crest, between the arrows.  

Braille Alphabet and Number
Engraved tactile with the braille dots raised as 

they should be for reading braille. 

Battle Sliders
Fun, competitive game featuring 
two sliders, let them drop and 

watch them battle for the 
winners position.

Monster Maker
Easy to slide and navigate, colourful engraved tiles. Move them around to 

mix and match the monster body parts and create your own lovable 
monster.

Roller Ball
Durable composite rolling balls that rotate as 

you run your hand or fingers over them.

Sign Language (UK) 
Engraved tactile panel with the UK version sign 
symbols for the alphabet. Also available in USA 

version.



P L A Y

E Q U I P M E N T

We offer a diverse range of play 
equipment which covers physical 
activities through to inclusive play. 

Sensory play is factored into these 
products which offers many benefits 
for children. From building nerve 
connections in the brain, supporting 
language development, scientific 
thinking and problem solving, 
sensory play is an important part of 
all early learning programs.

Round Platforms
Large diameter platforms that can be installed individually or set in a mini 

trail sequence to jump and step on and off. 

Spring Globe
Multi-directional tilting globe with 100's of blue plastic balls.

Tilt the globe and watch the water beads flow around the world.

Modular Sand Pit
Modular kit of posts, sides and tops, that you can use to create at least 6 

different sand pit layouts to suit your space and requirements. 



M U S I C A L

P R O D U C T S

Music plays an integral and natural 
part of the playground environment. 

Whilst being rewarding and 
stimulating for children, it can help 
collaboration, friendship and 
coordination skills. 

Here are some of the new additions 
to our musical ranges.

Musical Totem
Multi-activity structure which includes; 

cam chimes, rotating clicking disc, bells and 
mini tumble ball.

Virtuoso Melody Wheels Panel
Rotate the drums and listen to the two 

beautiful melodic chime sounds.

Virtuoso Melody Wheel Trees
Solo version of the large drum, listen to the 

beautiful melodic chime sounds.

Melody Wheel Musical Panel
 Rotate the drum and listen to the beautiful 

melodic chime sounds.  

Melody Wheel Inserts
 Rotate the drum and listen to the beautiful 

melodic chime sounds.

To see more products and videos, please visit our website: www.fahr-industries.com



Follow us:  

Fahr Industries Ltd
Spitfire Road, Old Sarum, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP4 6GB

Tel: +44 (0) 1722 349793 / Email: sales@fahr-industries.com 
www.fahr-industries.com


